DESIGNING SOLUTIONS BEYOND EXPECTATIONS
ISO 9001 : 2008

Lead times for programs are getting
shorter and individual’s workloads are
increasing with every new project. This
environment makes it crucial to partner
up with a packaging company that is
willing and able to understand your
companies needs, and will recognize
your unique requirements to keep your
product flowing smoothly. We are in an
era where simply providing a fabrication
shop to produce what you specify will
not give you the time to complete your
other tasks. Advanced Design
Solutions Inc. is committed to working
with all levels of your organization to
ensure your solution is not just
functional but enjoyable for people to
work with. ADS also has an extensive
knowledge of automation machinery,
and can design packaging with these
requirements in mind.

ADS can develop conceptual
demonstration fixtures,

or complete prototypes.

Advanced Design Solutions Inc. is able to supply for any application.

Our standard paint process includes a phosphate wash and curing
oven, which are integrated into a streamlined, high-volume system.

ADS understands the disastrous implications of late deliveries and poor quality
product. The challenge is to address these issues in a cost effective manner.
ADS rises to this challenge by maintaining a flexible manufacturing environment
in our 350,000 s/ft facility that allows an extensive amount of production to be
completed in a remarkable amount of time while still maintaining an acceptable
cost base. ADS’s dedication to quality is demonstrated by their ISO 9001:2008
certification. We welcome the opportunity to show you what we can do, and
believe your experience will give you the confidence to rely on ADS.

Please call us with any requirements for part packaging, steel fabrication or
steel part production. We would be glad to discuss your application.
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